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KEOS Hat - VP Treasury Division (3) Book 2 - Subject 02

Quickbooks "LISTS" - Control Most Functions

One of the hottest features in QB (Quickbooks Pro) is their idea of running almost every function
based on a "LISTS" concept.  This is one of the reasons that QB is so easy to use and so flexible.

It is strongly recommended that you read very thoroughly during the course of your tenure, the
section(s) in the QB User Manual that cover their “LISTS” concepts and features, as this understanding is
invaluable and will greatly increase your competence as a user of QB.

However, until you do that, this hat book section provides you with a brief summary of the LISTS
that QB provides for you, and what the purpose of each LIST is when using QB.

Chart of Accounts

Like any Accounting setup, this is the basis for all bookkeeping and financial reporting.  However,
in QB this list also provides you with some efficient and easy ways to handle otherwise complex
accounting situations.

Note that the Chart of Accounts in QB does include all our BANK ACCOUNTS, both actual and
"special" accounts (such as an AMEX "bank account" to keep track of what American Express Services
owes KEOS when we submit CUSTOMER CHARGES for payment by Amex).

A special "Other Current Assets" account has been setup to keep track of our NCE (National
Commerce Exchange) Barter Services Account, more of which will be described later in this hat book.

A separate hat book section is devoted to this, and includes a our CURRENT KEOS CHART OF
ACCOUNTS as of this writing.

The "ITEMS" List

This is what really makes QB "shine" as a user-friendly and efficient-to-use program.  It is strongly
recommended that you read the QB User Manual section(s) devote to this, but briefly, here is a definition.

What QB calls the "ITEMS LIST" is a list of "pre-coded" items for entering EACH "DETAIL" LINE
for each of our CUSTOMER TRANSACTIONS, especially on our CUSTOMER INVOICES!

Furthermore, each Items List "ENTRY" (or "code" as we sometimes call it), includes the
ASSOCIATED CHART OF ACCOUNTS ENTRY that corresponds to that Item List Entry.

For example:  One entry in the Items List might be "PRINTING SERVICES", and is abbreviated in
QB with a "code" name, in this example "PRS".  If, while typing up a Customer Invoice, you enter the
code "PRS", the exact description, "PRINTING SERVICES", is then put into the "Description" column of
the Customer Invoice you are typing.  You would then put in quantity of printing, a rate (if by rate), and/or
a dollar amount of that particular piece of printing work we did for some customer.  You can also edit the
description column, so that the invoice would show what was printed for the customer.

Once you "save" the invoice line, QB then AUTOMATICALLY will associate that SPECIFIC
INVOICE LINE with the CHART OF ACCOUNT ENTRY that was pre-coded in the ITEMS LIST entry!
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The CUSTOMER:JOB List

Basically, this is the list kept in QB of all OUR CUSTOMERS.  However, QB also provides
something they call a "JOB" that can also be pre-defined for any given "customer".

Important Note: Do NOT confuse QB's definition of a "JOB" with what we at KEOS call a
Customer "Job".  They are completely different.

Look in Book 1 of you set of Hat Books for a copy of the KEOS issue that
defines what we call a "job".  Then look closely in the QB User Manual
section that defines what QB calls a JOB.

Then look at the KEOS issue that covers the terms "Client", "Account" and
":Project" (also in your Hat Book 1, but if not see our Issues drawer to get
yourself a copy of this KEOS issue).

What you find is that what QB calls a JOB, we at KEOS call a "project",
which is usually a long-term, "ongoing" set of work, as opposed to what
KEOS calls a "job", which is an individual customer work request that is
usually delivered, billed and paid for as "one set of work".

See the aforementioned references for a for thorough explanation!

Basically, you will use the Customer List in QB to define and enter associated data for each of the
customers (clients) of KEOS.  In some cases, you will enter the same overall "KEOS customer" more
than once in the QB Customer List, to handle delineations of type of billing, separate projects, separate
customer representatives, etc.

This is covered MUCH MORE THOROUGHLY in a SEPARATE SECTION in this Hat Book.

The VENDOR LIST

In a similar way to the QB Customer List, this list is used to define and enter associated data for
the various "VENDORS" that KEOS deals with.  Basically, this would be ANYONE WE WOULD
USUALLY WRITE A CHECK TO OR SPEND CASH WITH, no matter what the purpose.  (Although QB
does allow you to write a check to a "customer" in a refund situation, that is an exception, whereas most
everyone else who we pay money to is put into QB as a "vendor".)

This would also include individuals who do work for KEOS as "freelance" workers or "independent
consultants" (i.e. 1099'ers), but does NOT include actual KEOS EMPLOYEES!!

A separate section of this hat book covers how to use the QB Vendor List.

The EMPLOYEES List

This is where you list and enter associated data for all of the KEOS EMPLOYEES (not 1099'ers!)
including ALL TAX,  SOCIAL SECURITY AND OTHER PAYROLL INFORMATION.

At this writing, the new VP Treasury Division (3) will implement the setup and further detailed
implementation of the use of this list.  Do NOTE that "Sales Reps" defined when setting up new
customers are automatically triggered as "employees" in QB.
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The "Other Names" List

Briefly, this list is used to define and enter associated data for "entities" and/or persons who do
NOT fall under the category of either "Customer" or "Vendor", but who ARE involved in various financial
transactions.

This list might include the owners and/or shareholders of the company,  especially if they are not
also employees.  See the QB User Manual for more detail about this list.

The "Templates" List

This is a list of the "formats" used for CUSTOMER TRANSACTIONS DOCUMENTS, such as
customer INVOICES, CASH SALE RECEIPTS, CREDIT MEMOS, and STATEMENTS.

Furthermore, QB allows you to "copy" the QB-provided "default" formats, then "customize" these
copies to fit your own company's needs.  THIS IS EXACTLY WHAT WE HAVE DONE AT KEOS!!

Important Note: KEOS has customized "Templates" (Customer Transaction "formats") for all
of our customer transactions.

Therefore, you are to use ONLY KEOS Templates when generating
Customer transactions!!

This is strict company policy.  Do not even think of changing it!!!  The
reasons will become apparent to you later on, as you gain experience.

A separate section of this hat book provides a brief explanation of each pre-setup KEOS
Template, what it is used for at KEOS, and what QB function makes use of the template.  You will also
find considerable mention of the "proper" KEOS template to use in the instructions found in this hat book
that cover performing various CUSTOMER TRANSACTIONS using QB.

"Other Lists" - Under the QB "Lists" Menu

These are other lists that you will frequently copy information from when setting up Customers or
Vendors, writing invoices, and/or writing checks, as well as during other functions.

A brief list of those that are applicable to KEOS at this writing are mentioned below.  A separate
section in this hat book will go into more detail about the use of each list, and how to update, etc.

Customer Types: Used when setting up a NEW CUSTOMER, and states what type of
customer this is.  KEOS HAS A PRE-DEFINED LIST - STICK TO IT!

Vendor Types: Similar to the Customer Types list, only for VENDORS, used when setting up
a NEW VENDOR.  This list is not as strictly "fixed" as the Customer Types,
but you should NOT add too much variation to this list.

Terms: This is a list of the allowable PAYMENT TERMS used on BOTH our
Customer Invoices, and when entering Vendor Bills.  Do NOT make this list
too complicated - just stick to what is really needed for our business.
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Customer Messages: This is a list of allowable, pre-defined MESSAGES appearing at the bottom
of our Customer Invoices, Receipts and Statements.

You CANNOT ad an optional message to any customer transaction without
adding it to this list, but do NOT "clutter" this list up with every imaginable
message - just keep it down to messages most used repeatedly.

Payment Methods: This is used to show how payments have been made by CUSTOMERS to
KEOS, such as "Check", "Cash", etc.  KEEP IT SIMPLE.

There are additional "Other Lists" available in QB.  It is left up to you to decide which of these
should be used, expanded and/or customized for use by KEOS.

There are also other "major" lists available in QB, such as the Reminder List, Memorized
Transactions List, and others.  NO SPECIAL IMPLEMENTATION HAS BEEN DONE WITH THESE AS
OF THIS WRITING.

Write Up as of January 27, 1998


